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PREFACE. 

IT was in the summer of 1888, on my :first visit to Ka.Smrr; that I was attracted 
to the task which the present work is intended to complete . 

.Amidst the ancient remains and traditions. which the Valley has preserved in 
such abundance, I could not fail to become impressed with the importance ·of 
KAIJIA:wA's Chronicle, our oldest and fullest. record of Ka.Smrr history. · I realized 
that in order to render its contents fully accessible. for research it was necessary, on 
the one hand, to obtain a critically COlTect text, and on_ the other, to collect for its 
elucidation whatever data a close study of the country and its old re~ains could 
furnish. ' · 

My subsequept visits to · Ka.Smrr offered valuable opporlmuties in both . 
directions. In 1889 I succeeded in securingthe codex archetypus of all extant 
manut1cripts of the RiiJatarangiT)i, and with its help I was able to jn1blish in 1892 
my critical edition of the text of_ the Chronic!~:. In its preface I expressed my 
intention of embodying the materials I had collected for the intE~rpretation of the 
work in the form of a commentary to be published as a second volume. ' 

Heavy official labours and another literary duty did not allow me to approach 
this portio11 of my task until the summer of 1895, when an arrangement between 
the Kashmir Darbar and the Punjab University, adopted on the recommendation 
of the Tenth International Congress of. Orientalists, secured tq ;me the necessary 
facilities. .Availing myself of the two months' periods of 'special duty' grR!lted to 
me in -extension of the s~mer vacations of 1895, 1896, and 1898, I -was able to 
expand the plan of my labours and ultimately to complete the present annotated 
translation of the Chronicle which, t,ogether with its Introduction and .. various 
Appendices, is now offered in place of the commentary originally contemplated. 

The detailed analysis of the RXJATARANGI~i contained in the initial chapters 
of my In!a-oduction will explain the reasons which make the RiijatarangiJ.Ii so 
important for the stu~y of ancient Ka.Smrr and for Indian ' historical research 

·generally. This importance and the exceptional. interest which· attaches to 
Kalhal}a's "River of Kings" as practically the sole extant product of Sanskrit 
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literature possessing the character of$ true Chronicle, account for the efforts which 
have been directed towards the elucidation of .the work ever since European scholar
ship became aware of its eXistence. A brief review of these earlier efforts will help 
to indicate ~ore clearly the object of the present publication and the nature of the 
labours it has involved. . .. · 

· As early as the seventeenth century Dr,BEBNIER, to wh~se visit to Ka.Smir in 
the ~u~er of 1664 we owe the first .European account of the Valley, and one as 
accurate as it is attractive, had turned his attention· to the 'histories of the 
ancient Kings of Kachemire.' The Chronicle, of which he· possessed a copy, and 
of which, as he tells us, he was preparing a French translation, was, however, not 
Kalhal}a's work, but a Persian compilation, by I.Jaidar Malik, 9ii.dura, prepared in 
Jahii.ngir's time avowedly with the help of the RajatarangiiJi.1 Also the summary 
·of KaSm.ir rulers which Father TIEFFENTHALER a century later reproduced in his 
"Description de l'Inde," was still del'ived from that abridged rendering.' 

Even before, however, the work of the Tyrolese missionary appeared in print, 
Mr. GladWin h~d published his translation of the iir£-i Akbari of Abii.-1-Fa~l, and 
as the latter distinctly quotes KalhaiJa's Chronicle as the· authority for his own 
abstract of early Ka.Smir history, the Sanskrit original could no longer escape 
attejltion. We accordingly find the "history of India from the Sanscrit Cashmir 

· authorities" prominently included among the tasks which Sm WILLIAM JONES 
had contemplated.8 The life o( the pioneer of European Sanskrit studies was cut 
short before he could obtain'access ·to these authorities. It was not until the year 
i805 that Mr. CoLEBROOKE secured in Calcutta an incomplete copy of Kalhai].a's 
work, and even then twenty more yeare passed before his intention of giving an 
account of its contents was realized. · 

To Dr. HoRACE HAffiN. WlLSON's justly famous "Essay on the Hindu 
History of .Cashmir" belongs the merit ._of having first acquainted European · 
students with the general character of KalhaiJa's work and of having furnished 
them with a critical abstract of the contents of its first six: cantos.~ The sound 
judgment and thoroughness displayed in this · publication of the distinguis~ed 
Sanskrit scholar deserve all the more credit, as the three incomplete Devaniigari 
manuscripts at his disposal were so defective-"that a close translation of them, if 
desirable, would have been impracticable." This serious difficulty accounts for 

1 s~ BERNIER, Travels, ed. A. Constable p 
394. The translation on which Ben{ie; 
s~ems to have been ~lly engaj;led for a 
ttme has never been published. Is tt possible 
that it still lies with other papers of that 
learned and most observant traveller in one 
of the archives.of his native country, where 

he spent so many years after his rpl;urn from 
the Great MoJi:hul's Court P -

• See De•cnpUon de l' IncU!, i. p. 89. 
• .A.iatic Researc'M&, i. p. 431. 
• Published in 1825, in Vol. xv. of the 

.Asiatic Researc'Ms, Calcutta. 
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most of the mistakes which Professor Wilson's article undoubtedly contains, and 
which in some instances have been reproduced also in subsequimt accounts of 
Ka.Smirian history.6 ~ . 

Even before Professor Wilson's Essay was published Mr. MooRCROFT, the . 
traveller, had made a successful endeavour in Kmir itself to obtain better textual 
materials. During his sojourn in S'nnagar, ~ 1!l23, he had a Devanagari tran
script prepared from an old S'ii.radii manuscript which, as I have sl!.own elsewhere; 
was no other than the codex archetypus of all extant Kmirian manuscripts. 
Nevertheless, the editio princeps of the Riijatarangil}J, which appeared~in 1835 under 

• the auspices of the Asiatic Society, :Bengal, and which was mainly based on MJ:. ~ 
Moorcroft's transcript,~ failed to furnish a critically :reliable text of the Chronicle. 
The corruptions of all kinds which appear through the whole of the Calcutta 
edition, and which render its text wholly unintelligible in many passages, can 
easily be traced to two main causes. The Iiilmerous mistakes plainly due~ to 
faulty transcription from S'ii.radii into Devanagari characters show that- Mr. 
Moorcroft's copy shared the usual defects of all Devanagari manuscripts prepared.. 
in Ka.Smir. :But it is equally evident also that the Calcutta Pai;t4its, unable to 
follow in many places ·the details of Kalhai;ta's narrative owing to }Vant of familiarity 
with the topography, traditions, and other locai lor(! of Ka.S!riir, had frequently 
altered the text in an unscrupulous manner. . . ~ •' 

In 1840 Mr. A. TROYER, who, while Principal of the Calcutta Sanskrit College 
had occasio~ to become acquainted with the labourS preceding the issue~ of the 
aditio princeps, began the publication of a new edition of the text and of ·a French 
translation under the auspices of the Societe Asiatique at Paris, This edition ~, 

was prepared practically from the same materials as those used at Calcutta, and 
was not carried beyond the first six :Books. His translation, however, accompanied 
by elaborate historical and geographical dissertations, was compl~ted fn ·1852. 

It is unnecessary to discuss at length the grave defects which characterize 
this, the main po1iion, of Mr. Troyer's work; for they have ·long ago been recog
nized by all qualified Sanskritists. Thong~ the patient industry and perseverance 
of the aged scholar may justly claim our admiration, we must acknowledge with 
Professor :Biihler, the most competent and fairest of judges, that Mr. Troyer who 
" has seldom been able to make out the meaning of the text except where KalhaQa 

· uses the simplest, plainest langu11ge," had undertaken a task very much beyond 
his strength. 6 The most striking of the translator's shortcomings directly re~ult 
from a want of proper preparation, easily intelligible in view of the peculiar 

' See BiiHLBn, &port, p. 55. See BiiHLBn, Report, p. li5. 
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circumstances connectea with Mr. Troyer's personal·career and his literary labours.7 

But his faillll'e is largely due also to the insufficiency of the materiAls th~n availabl~ 
to European scholars. This· observation applies with particular force to the 
materials required for the proper comprehension of all those points .~n. Ka.~a?a.'s 
narrative which are connected with the .history, topography, economic conditrons 

~nd other local features of Kasm.ir •. 
The difficulty in dealing with these point's without the material$ which only 

local research could furnish, is illustrated ·by the results of the labours which two 
Indologists of the first rank bestowed upon the Ka.Smir Chronicle soon after the 
Yalley became fully accessible to Europeans. General (then Captain) A. CUN
NINGHAM, whom political duty had brought to Ku.Sm.ir after the first Sikh war and 
the establishment of J;>ogra rule in the Valley, was able to elucidate with remarkable 
success a series of important questions bearing on tl).e chronological system of the 
Rajatarangil]i and on the numismatic history of the country. With the help of 
the information obtained through local inquiries he correctly asc~rtained the era 

7 Mr. TRona appears to hve be.en born . vigour and scholarly zeal. The thll:t7 years 
·in the Tyrol about the year 17691 and to :which Troyer spent in complete ret~rement 
have been educated a.t an Austrian military aftel'" his ·Teturn to Europe, were devoted to 
academy. •The wars of the French Revolu- ·. the same intereste which had brigina.lly a.t
tion found him a.s a. young artillery officer in traeted him to India. He died in 1866, nearly 
Flanders, where the acciifental discovery of a centenarian, after having preserved to the 
a. polyglot Bible in a.n abandoned ·convent · last a remarkable freshness of mind. Among 
which his battery occupied, first directed his .. the many literary labours which he planned 
attention to the study of Arabic. Transferred · ·or began during the later' portion of his life, 
to the army operating in Italy, and employed · only two had been brought to completion, 
during the siege of Genoa a.s Austrian com- his Rlljatara.ilgiQi work and the annotated 
missioner at the British headquarters, he : translation of that curious Persian text, the 
made the acquaintance of Lord William · D;;.bistAn. . 
· Bentinck, who formed a firni friendship for I take the above from nn interesting 
him. · obituary notice which is contained in M. 

When Lord W. Bentinck proceeded in 1803 Mom's Rapport Annuel to the Societ6 Asia
to Madras as Governor. of the Presidency, he tique for the year 1866 (Joumal tUiat. 1866 
offered to his friend an appointment on his . Extrait No. 9, P\'·13-18). I owe the ref~renc~ 
personal. staff, which Troyer readily accepted. to this publication as well 119 a manuscript 
A co~on as captain in some na~ive regi- copy of it to the kindness of my lamented 
ment P"?'?-ded. ~oyer a.t the same time with teacher, Professor R. VON RoTH, who had 
the reqws1te military rank. He remained in known. Mr. Troyer during his own student's 
Madras after ~he reca.ll of his patron, ulti- days at Paris (1845-46), and who in 1894 still 
mately occupymg the post of Principa.l of the· vividly remembered some quaint features of 
local Muhammadan College. He seems sub- his character and habits. 
seqnentlyto have retired to Paris, from where According to Prof. von Roth's recollection 
he once more fo!Jowed Lord W. Bentinck's the old. gentleman put his birth at an 
fortunes to lnd1a. when the latter became even earlier date than that indicated in M 
Governor-General m ~827, Made Principal Mohl's notice. It seems probable that ~ 
9f the ~a.lcut!>a Sanskrit College, he remained search in the archives of the Vienna. wnr 
m lnd!a until 1835, when he fina.lly returned office would lead to more accurate informs
to la;uo. . . . tion about Troyer's early life and his career 

t lS ouly dunng hlS res1d~nce at Ca.lcutta in the Austrian army. I regret not to have 
tShat krih~t seemsd' to have s~no'!sly taken up found an opportunity to make the necess""" 

a.ns stu 1~s, '!' fact which m view of hiS inquiries, -. 
advanced age md10ates no small amount of 
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employed in KalhaJ].a's chronological reckoning, ·p.nd thus succeeded in fixing, with 
fair accuracy the dates for almost all the kings from the advent of the Kii.rkota · ' 
dynasty onwards. In the same paper, published iii the Numismatic Chronicle for · 
1846, he c<fmmunicated the results of his search for ancient Kasmirian coins, and 
proved by their analysis the great ·value of numismatic evidenCe for the critical 
control of KalhaJ}.a's records.8 Equally useful. for the study of Ka8Diirian an
tiquities was his rapid survey of the. most conspicuous architectural remains of 
the Hindu period still extant in the Valley.9 ·It threw light on the history of 
interesting temple-buildings mentioned in the Chronicle, and also enabled General 
Cunningham to identuy a number of localities which are important for the ancient·· 
topography of the country. 

Pr<;~fessor LAssEN, who in his great encyclopoodia, the Indiache .Alterthwmslcunde, 
gave an exhaustive analysis of KalhaJ}.a's Chronicle, 10 had no original materials of 
any kind at his disposal. We can, therefore, scarcely feel surprisQd if even his. 
learning and acumen failed to extend materially the store of trustworthy hist()rical 
data already gathered by Professor Wilson and General Cunningham. The. 
conjectural attempts to establish synchronisms between the semi-legendary 
portion of KalhaJ].a's record and the earlier epochs of general Indian history 
could not be .expected to furnish useful results at a time when the reliable data 
regarding the latter were yet so scanty. -Similarly I have been obliged .... 
to point out elsewhere that the tendency towards purely conjectural identifi-
cations of local names displayed in this analysis has often caused the ·narrow . · 
territorial limits to be ignored .·to which the events ·recorded in the later 
and historically most valuable portion of KalhaJ].a's narrative are m realit:·· 
restiicted.U ' 

All these labours had clearly proved that trustworthy materials were required . 
before the contents of the_!/'ronicle could be made fully available for historical 
and antiquarian study. ·Yilt no attempt was .made t~secm;e them until Professor 
G. BuHLER, then of the Bombay Education Department, during the summer of 
1875, visited Kasmir in search of Sanskrit manuscripts. Many important results -
rewarded his ·brilliant researches and render this· toni a memorable one in the 
au;als of Sanskrit philology. But .none among them, perhaps, show more clearly 

•--vlle'keen historical sense and the sure perc!lption of the departed great schola).' than 

/ 

8 Tire ancient coinage of Kaslzmir, 1oith tecture as e:cl.ibited in tlze Temples of Kaslzmir, 
clwonological and lzistorical notes, in "The ;~ ;T.A.S.B., 1848. · 
Numismatic Chronicle and Journal of the.__cto SeeinparticularindisclzeAltertlzumskunde, 
Numiomatig Society," 1846, No.· xx. pp. 1 ii. pp. 18 sqq., 758-781, 886-914; iii. pp. 984-
sqq. · 1128. 

• An Essav on the A•·ian Order of Arcki- 11 See below, yoJ. II.,p.85!J. 
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the lucidity with which he iudica~d· the task concerning the' Rajatarati.gil}i and 
the materials that were at hand for it.u_: · · · 

By the examination of good though modem s:arada copie~ of the Chronicle, 
Professor BuHLER was able to prove the absolute superiority of" the Kasmir manp

. scripts over the Devaniigari transe1·ipts. He also as-certained that the former were 
all derived from a single old S'iirada manuscript. Though unable himself to obt~ 
more than a glimpse of this jealously-guarded rotle:c archetypi.UI, he thus showed 
the way for the critical reconstitution of the genuine text. He recognized clearly 
the importance of a minute study of the ancient geography ofKa.Smir for the correct 
comprehension of KalhaQa's narrative, and pointed out the most valuable help 
whicli could be obtained for such researches from the NilamatapuriiJ,Ja, the 

'legendaries (Mahiitm:yas) of KsSmi:r Tirthas, and other Ka.Smirian texts he had 
discovered. As regards the difficulties arising from the peculiarities of the 
Chronicler's i!iction and style, he showed how they might be overcome by close 
attention to the form of composition adopted by Ka.Smirian poets who immediately 
preceded and followed Kalhal}a. The long discussion on the Rajatarati.gil}i em-
bodied in his famous Report finally gave Professor Buhler also an opportunity to 
traee some of the critical principles which must guide us in regard to the use of 
Kalhal}a's work. for the history pf Ka.Smir aud of India. 

He thus expressed .his conclusion as to the task. that remained to be done. 
"A new attempt to translate and to. explain the Rajatarangil}i, and to use its 
contentsfor the history of India, .ought to be made. But it is a work of very 
considerable difficulty, a'nd wilt' require much time and patience." The m(inner in 
which he contemplated this new translation was illustrated by a specimen given in 
~he Appendix of his Report and contaiirlng a masterly exposition of verses 1-107 of 
:Kalhai].a's First Book.13 Professor Biihler had himself at one time planned to 
undertake the work which had attracted so much of his interest. But other tasks 
and probably also the conviction that further local researches were indispensable 
for its satisfactory execution, prevented him from following up this plan after. his 
return to Europe, in 1881. 

Subsequently Dr. E. HULTZSOH' utilized the manuscript materials which 
Professor Bii~ler had collected, and others obtained during his own visit to Ka.Smir 
in 1885, for a_ series of articles which appeared in Volumes xviii. and xix. of• the 
Indian .Antiquary. They were intended to supply an abstract translation and 
historical summary of the Chronicle. Though these articles were not continued 

" D~tailed Report of a tour' in search of 
Sanskrit MS8. tn KaSmir (J.. B. Br. R.A.S., 
Extra No., 1877), pp. 52 sqq. . 

" See Report, pp. lxvi.-lxxxii, 

• 
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beyond the commencemel!t of Book iii., they have-yet fuinished· i considerable:· 
number of useful critical observations; particularly in regard'''t:~cKallt~IJa'~ -aystem 
of chronology. · -.. · -

Before cpncluding this -review of previous labours, re!~rence must be made to · 
Mr. Yogesh Chunder DUTT's English version whiQh app;ear~d at Calcutta, 1879-87, 
under the title : . Kings of Kashmfra : being a tranalat-i~n of the Sans~1-ita work 
Rajataranggini of Kahlana (sic) Panllita. This translation though pub_lished . 
some time after Professor Biihler's rese~rches; is_J>ased exclusively. on the corrupt 
text of the Calcutta edition of 1835~il~JVaS manifestly prepared without reference 
to any of the Ka.Smirian sources. of information. which are indispensable for the 
correct comprehension of Kalhal}a's narrative. Exegetical puzzles are passed over 
without any notice, and practically no attempt is' made to grapple with the difficul
ties arising from Kalhai]a's constant references to loclil topography, institutions, · 
and other realia of ancient Ka.Smir.u · Though the 'rende1ing of those portions of 
the text which are not altogether obscured in sense by the defects of the Calcutte, 
edition, is distinctly superior to Mr. Troyer's version, and though tile pa~en~ 
labour of the Bengali translator deserves commeudatio:q, ~t is yet evident that 
a publication of this kind could scarcely help towards the solution of the real 
difficulties in Kalhal}a's work and towards the ·elucidation of those points ~hich 
mainly interest the critical student. · 

It would be impossible to enumerate here all the works in which European 
and Indian Sanskrit scholars have incidentally discussed particular portions or . 
passages of the Rajatarailgil}i, and have thus in varying degrees contributed 
towards . the interpretation of the Chronicle. Referring for the most p~ominent 
among them to'the note below,15 I may now turn to the labours which have led to 
the production of the present work. · 

I have already in my opening remarks indicated the reasons which induced me 
. ~- . 

14 Regarding the confusion resulting from 
the disregard of topographical matters, see 
below Vol. II., p. 849. 

" Geheimrath 0. voN Bii'HrLINGK, in his 
great fiorilegium of Indian proverbial wisdom, 
the Indi8cke SpriJcke, hes translated many of 
those didactic and descriptive verses of the 
RajatarangiJ;Ii which form so chersoteristio a 
feature in Kalha1,1a's poetic style; see below 
Introd., § 38. The same venerable scholar 
together with Prof. KllnN, of Leyden, has · 
also, in vol. vii. of the Melange& cuiatiques of 
the St. Petersburg Academy, proposed a 
cOBSiderable number of textual emendations 
for the Chronicle. Many of them have 

subsequently been confirmed by the readings 
of the codex archetypus as recorded in my 
edition. 

General CUNNINGHAM, nearly half a century 
after his first important contribution, resumed 
the discussion of interest~· numismatic 
points connected with Kalha1,1a s narrative in 
his posthumous book, "The Coins of Medieval 
India," 1894. Prof. J. JOLLY in his paper 
" Rechts-historisches aus der Rsjatarailgi¢ " 
{ Weber-Festgabe, 1895) has given a very in
structive synopsis of the data furnished by 
the Chronicle for the study of legal and social 
lore in Kasmir, etc. 
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during my first visit to Ka8mir to form: the plan of a critical edition of the Raj!}-, 
ta.ratigi!]i My first endeavour was to. secure the use of the coderc archetypua of all· 
extant manuscripts of the Chronicle, of which Professor Biihler had not been 
allowed more than a glimpse and which subsequently to his visit had been divided 
bet~een the three heirs of the former owner. In this I succeeded during my 
second visit in 1889, notwithstanding the additional obstacles created by the above 
division. · I was then able to ascertain that the codex had been written by a well
known KaSmirian scli.olar, Pai}c}it Rajiinaka Ratnaka!!fha, probably about the 
third quarter of the seventeenth cel).tury, and that it contains besides a wealth of 
various readings and corrections from sev~ral old hands, a great number of important 
glosses. The features which make that codex so valuable for critical and exegetical 
·purposes, have been fully set forth both in the preface of my edition and in the 

· re/I'UIIn6 contained in. Chapter III. of the Introduction to the present work.16 

A series. of' antiquarian tours in Ka8mir for which I utilized my summer 
vacations during the years following my first visit, allowed me to acquaint mys_elf 
nn the spot with the topography, archaeological remains, local customs, and other 
realia of the country. They -also· fin1iished opportunities for the acquisition of 
manuscripts of those products o(Ka8mirian Sanskrit literature, which like the 
Ntlamata, the Mahatmyas of the .nllllierous sacred sites, the poetical compositions of 
KalliaT)a's period, have carefully .to be consulted by the interpreter of"the Chronicle. 
With the assistance of the materials thus collected and on the basis of the codex 
archetypus I was able to prepare my edition of the Sanskrit text of the Rajataran: 
gi¢, which ·together with the complete apparatus criticu:a was published in 1892 
under the patronage of the Kashinir Darbar.l7 

· in. the pref~e of this Edi~ion I had proinised,-as soon as the scanty_ leisure 
I could spare from teaching and office duties would permit,-to give in a second. 
volume exegetical notes on the text together with a running commentary on those 
points of Kalhal}.a's narrative which are of interesi for the history, archreology, and 
topography ofKa8mir. It _was .impossible for me to take up this task in earnest 

· until the arrangement already above alluded to had secured to me the leisure of 
two summer seasons in Ka5mir. . 

; Already previously I had convinced myself that the only way of testiog my 
comprehension .of Kallial}.a's text was for me to write. down a close translation of it. 
I soon found that such a continuous rendering provided far simpler means of 
explaining and justifying my interpretation of the text than elaborate exegetical 

18 
See Introd., §§ 44-48. Vol. I. Sanskrit Text with Critical Notes. 17 
E;alha1J4'• Raj~tarangi7].i, or Chronicle .of · Bombay: Education Society's Press. 1892 

the King• of Kaakmtr. Edited by M.A. Stem' . 1 296 f Ji ' pp. xx., - ' 0 o. 
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notes on all. difficult or doubtful p~sages: · There '~i~ni.ed also good reason to . 
assume t:liat a complete EngJi&h version would not only 1}ring the contents ·of tlfe 
Chronicle within. easier reach of all students interested !n: Ka.Sinix and in Indian 
history generally;,_ but would render reference to them also far more. convenient. to 
fellow-Sanskritists. I accordingly decided to .offer jn place: of the promised com
mentary the prese~t annotated translation wliich .in view -of.its bulk and for other 
practical reasons had to take the ·form qf a distinct pj.iblication; · · . 

The object which, as just indicated; led me to the preparation of a. full translation·, 
accounts also for the form given to the latter; It appeared to me that a· close and 
as far as possible literai version was required in order t~ convey-accui:a.tely the 
interpretation ado:{lted for a .text whi'ch combines with th_e intricacies of 'th~ . florid 
rhetoric of the Sanskrit Kiivya so many obscurities due to the subject-matter, the 
local allusions, and oth:er peculiarities ·of: Kalha1,1a's form of narration. . In that 
section of my Introduction which deals with· ]ralhaQa's styl~, I have discussed at 
-length the various causes which have made i,t often iio difficult to ascertain t~xactly 
the· meaning of particular expressions and also pf whole passages.!$ ·without 

, ret:erring to these here in detail, it will be evident that in the case of such a text .. 
where the ,ipterpreter can proceed only cautiously, and hag· often; as -it were; ~o 
cl~a.;':liis way step by step; a freer form of rendermg wo~d be use~ only for ~he 
purpos'a of giving an adequate concepti~n of the wrirk as a literary product. to 

. · read~s unable to· study the original. Notwithstanding the poeticril merit which 

. ~w~:- rD:ay"iillow to. vanous features of KalhaJja's. work, if judged as a Kavya,l9 it 
. : appliil,rs tO me. doubtful . 'whether the interest of . that class of readers would. ever 
j111iufy more than·comparativeiy gmall selections from the Chronicle being treated 

. '•tn, "t~e manner indicated. • ' . . -. ' 
• · · • · ·.·.These considerations have induced me to follow the . example set by Professor 

Bplller in his above-mentioned .. specimen-translation, and to . adopt a form of 
fendering that allows the in~~rpreter not only to- reproduce plafuly the meaning of 
the text, but also indirectly-to -indicate ·often the construction or other exegetical 
reason underlying his version. Thin square brackets have been employed through
out to distinguis~ words which are· not acit:ually found ·in the original, but l'equire. 
to be added in order to·. niali:El the context intelligible in English, . while .. 

· round brackets denote additiOI;lB. having more the nature of gloss~s. Pedantio as 
this device "may appear, it has· often saved" lengthy explanatory notes,. and its 
advantages will be readily appreciated wherever reference to the· exact. words of 
the Chronicler is essential.20 · 

18 Saa.Introd., §§ .38·40. 
" Compare ih., § 37, . 
00 From the method of translation here in

' 

dicated I have ilepa.rted only in regard to a 
small number of passages, amounting, in the 
aggregate, to not . "!.ore tha.n a hundred 

-·' j:J 
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. The. addition of Marginalia to .indicate the reil;n11 and more important events 
de~lt with in particular portions of the text 'will, I trust, make reference easier, 
and to son{e extent .remedy th!:l defect arising from the· want of proper division 
in Kalliana~s narrative. - · ·. . . ' . 

I ~·fully aware that notwithstanding the standard of close verbal accuracy 
·aimed ·ai it,\.wonld·have· been possible' to give to this translation a form more. 
attractive to'~he general reader. But even if I could have claimed the literary 
skill and.c~~and of language required for such a task, I doubt whether I could 
have a~teinpteil i~ $ithout the risk of seeing my labo1,1rs protracted far beyond the 
limits'~(the le!snre assured for .them. Any shortcomings in this direction will, I 
hope, be the more ·readily pardone~ as the time thus saved has pe~itted me to 
follow up all the more carefully the many philological and antiquarian questions . 
connected with' the interpretation of the Chronicle. 
· In the course of these inquiries I have endeavoured to utilize to the 

best of my ability the special advantages I '!\ave enjoyed for the study 'of· 
ancient KaSmir. The antiquarian. tours to which I have already referred, and 
which I was able to supplement by others i;D. 1894-96, have enabled me not only to 

' examine most of .the ancient ruins and aites·of Ka.Smir, but also to gain a thorough 
personal acquaintance· With the topography of the country ~d its economic and 
ethnic conditions. Th~ great geographical barriers fhich' separate Ka.Smi~ from 
the rest of India, coupled with the marked difference of climatic conditions, have 
from early times'assured to the alpine land a distinct character of its own which 
manifests itself strongly in all matters of cuitnre, customs, and social organization. 
It scarcely needs a detailed explanation to prove that closest attention to all these 
peculiarities of modern Ka.Smir is required, if we desire to arrive at a correct 
comprehension of Ka.lhar;ui.'s narrative, and of the historical events of. which it 
treats. · · 

But it is. not alone in the unalte~ed features of· topography and climate, in 
ruined structures, and other antiquarian remains, that so much ·of ancient E:a.Smir 
has survived to this day. The historical isolation of the country, directly due to 
·its alpine position, and fully noticed in my Introduction,21 has saved Ka.Smir from 
many changes which have elsewhere in India effaced the conditions of earlier 
pe~ods, To this se?lusion we owe in Ka.Smir that remarkable tenacity of tradition 

· which, whether in u;-atters of local lore, in religious practice, or in social custom, 

S'lo~as, '!hich contain rhetoric descriptions 
or didactic matter of a wholly conventional 
t~e, pr":!'tically unconnected with the nar~ 
rative proper .. As these P.assages do not offer 
any powts wh1ch aro of wterest, or in need 

of comment, I have contantad myself with re
p_roduci'.'g their purport by means of brief 
summaries.· 

11 Compare ~elow, pp. 80, 181 sg. 
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has often proved a most welcome help for the in~rpretati~n of the Chro~cle. In 
evidence of the value of this source of informationit will suffi~e to refer here only 
to my inquiry into' the ancient monetary system of Ka.Sni'ir, and to the numerous 
instances where local tradition has as~isted me materially in tracing interesting 
ancient sites.22 I need scarcely add that in collecting traditions .of this kind T 
have always endeavoured to exercise due critical caution. · 

It was fortunate that I was able to conduct many of these inquiries, and in · 
particular those connected with PaJ}.~it traditions and the customs a.nd manners 
of the Brahman population, with the help of my lamented friend, PaJJ<Jit GoviND 
KAuL, of S'rina.gar. Thoroughly imbued himself with the t1·aditional spirit of his 
class and country, and at the same time, like some other distinguished Ka.~mirian 
scholars of earlier days, possessed of a keen eye for the realities of life, Pal]git 
Govind Kaul held his store-house of old-world lore and learning ever open to me. 
The advantages I derived from it were not restricted to the' ample information on 
traditions and customs I gathered through hiin. They were equally great in 
another direction. All those who have had opportunities to stul;ly more closely 
Hindu thought iJl its products, as well as in its living inheritors, know how deep 

· the differences reach that separate· it from Western· thought, whetl1er classic; or 
modern. It is a direct ;result of these differences that the Western interpreter of 
a text like the Riijatarangi!]i, which treats of so many aspects and relations of life,. 
is only too frequ~ntly liable to misapprehend the 'drift of the author's thought, 
even where his words are plain, and the subject-matter sufficiently elucidated. 
In the absence of an indigenous commentary on the work it was no small assurance · 
to me that I was able to test my interpretation wherever. such doubts could arise, 
by consulting a scholar so thoroughly versed in the traditional notions of 
Kalh8.1Ja's country. . · 

If a Sanskrit commentary on the Chronicle had ever been written by a country
man of KalhaJ}.a, not too far removed from his own time, it would in all 
probability have made the task of proving the exact significance of many local 
terms and references far more simple. In the absence of such a convenient guide 
their meaning had oniy too frequently to be established in my notes by an 
exhaustive comparison of parallel passages, references to other Ka8mirian texts, 
and other independent evidence. A very great portion of the materials used was 

, obtained from texts hitherto unpublished, and scarcely any of the questions 
raised had previously formed the subject of systematic inquiry. These con
siderations have rendered it necessary to make in each case th!l exposition of the 
available evidence detailed and exhaustive; they must mainly be held to account if 

" See Note H, §§ 81 9, 851 sqq.; Membir on the Ancient Geo!Jraphy of Kaimi•·, § 35. 
. b 
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some of these notes, e.g. on the terms I)iima1·a .(Note G), dviira (v. 214), on the 
Dinnara reckoning, and the monetary system of old Ka.Smir (Note H), have grown 
into little monographs. - Wherever the comments on a particular subject w~re too 
long to be conveniently printed ·as_ footnotes· they ·have been placed In the 
APPENDIX found after Book viii. · · · 

The detailed study of tlie. historical geography of Kasmir and the neighbour
ing hill-regions was from the first recognized. by me as a condition of primary 
importance for my task, _and at~ these r~searches had also otherwtse a special 
attraction for me I have spared no effort to inake my snl'Vey of the sites and tracts 
which form the scene of Kalhal}.a's narrative, as thorough and accurate as possible. 
Tlie Memoir to be mentioned below has given me au opportunity to explain in 
detail the methods and means which have enabled me to identify with certainty the 
vast majority of the old localities, in. and about. Ka.Smir, referred to by the 
Chronicler, and very often to trace .also the remains of particular structures, etc.23 

A reference to notes like those on. the Castle of Loltara (Note E), on the re-discovery 
of the long-forgotten Tirtha ofBlwfa (Note 11), on the old confluence of the Vitastii. 
and Sindhu (Note I), etc~,· will help to realize the intereSt attaching to this search, 
·as 'vell as the time and trouble it has frequently cost me. 

· It has been a source of special satisfaction io me that I was able to illustrate 
_the results of my researches into the auci~nt _topography of Ka.Smir by the MAPS 
attached to this work. I am indebted_ for the publication of the two larger ones, 
of ancient Ka.Smir and .its capital S'rinagar, to the help of the Asiatic Society, 
Bengal, which, through the kind offices pf Drs. GRIERSON and HoEltNLE, very 
liberally agreed to be~r the. cost of their preparation on tho understanding that 

·they would be published also separately in its Journal. The plan which I . 
followed in preparing these maps and the system by which they were reproduced 
at the Offices of the Survey of Indii, will be found fully explained elsewhere.!1~ 
The successful technical execution of the maps was II!ainly due to the ready co
operation of 1\Iajor-General J. WATERirqusE, late Assistant Surveyor-General, in 
ch~rge of the Lithographic and Photographic Office of the Survey of India. The 
th1rd map showing the site of Parihiisapura and the ancient confl ixence of the 
Vitasta and Sindhu was subsequently reproduced at the well-known establishment 
ofMr. W. Griggs, of Peckham. 

I am too well aware ft.- the value· of graphic reproduction as an important aid 
of the c?mmentator, not to have wished that it mightJhave been practicable for me 
to provide, apart from these maps, other illustrations that would he! p to bring 

, 
23 See below, Memoir,§§ 16-35 .. See below, Memoir, § 2. 
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the scene's of Kalhal}a's story closer before the eye of the reader. The materials 
~re ample in Ka.Smrr,where the sites to which th~ Chronicler's narrative takes· us, 
can mostly be traced with such 'accuracy, and •where so.many objects of antiquarian 
interest have· survived from the periods he deals· with: But Kalharja is neither a 
Pausanias nqr a Marco Polo, and hence the wish of an illustrated translation such 
as the efforts of two distinguished scholars have provided for the !1-ntiquar:ian ~f 
classical Greece and for the great ·traveller of the Middle Ages, must ~amain a 
pium desiderium which even the most enterprising publisher might well hesitate 
to realize. 

My translation and the· notes whiclr accompany it were finished in manuscript 
in October, 1896. · With the scanty leisure available to me at. Lahore it would 
have been impossible to attempt to complete my task by a historical introquction 
such as I had· originally promised. Yet· my recent labours had convinced me 
more than ever how necessary it was from the point of view of the critical student 
that the many important questions relating to the personality of the author, the 
character and scope of his Chronicle, and its value as a source of histoJ:ical 
information, should be examined systematically aud in a connected. form. A 
recommendation of the Eleventh International Congress of Orientalists, 1897, 
induced the Kashmir Darbar and the Punjab University jointly to grant me once· 
more a two months' period of !!pecial duty:: for the purpose of completing my work 
in tM manner indicated. I was thus able to prepare during· the summer, 1898, 
the critical Introduction which precedes my translation of Kalha~a's text\ and 
in addition also the "Memoir on the Ancient .Geography of Ka.Smir" which 
follows it. • 

In the INTRODUCTION I have endeavoured to elucidate in the first pl~ce the 
data which can be gathered as regards tlle person of KalhaQa, his family, and the 
milieu in that he lived. The discovery of a curious and hitherto unnoticed 
reference to Kalha1.1a by his countryman and contemporary, the poet Mallkha, 
may perhaps claim special interest, as confirming in a striking manner the con
clusions derived from the Chronicler's own .'Work as regards his literary training 
·and interests.26 In ~he second Chapter I have examined as closely as our available 
materials would permit, the objects and metl10ds. which guided KalhaQa .in the 
composition of his work, the sources he used for it, and the form wh,ich he gave to 
his narrative. The condition in which the text of the Chronicle has been handed , 
down to us, and the materi..als I have used for its reconstitution, are discussed . 
in the third Chapter, while the next contains an exposition of Kalhal}a's system 

of -Chronology. 

· "' See Introtl., §§ 9," 10. 
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In the concluding and longest Chapter of the _Introduction it has been my 
object to present a critical summary· of Kalhal}a's narrative and of the historical 
data contained in it. For the purposes of this analysis it was necessary to 
scrutinize with special care all independent evidence on Ka.Smirian history that we 
can at present gather from the coins, foreign notices and similar records. 

It is only by the discovery of _fresh materials of this kind that we can hope . 
to obtain true light regarding the earlier periods for which the first three Books 
of Kalha!}a's work do not furnish us with a critically reliable account; Conjec
tural "adjustments"· of Kalh~l}a's statements, as proposed by some of my 
predecessors, cannot take the ·,lllace of such materials, and I hope, therefore, I shall 
not be blamed for having strictly avoided them. On the other hand, I trust, the 
analysis of the subsequent portions of the Chronicle will show that from the 
advent of tlie Kiirkota dynasty onwards we possess in it a truly historical record 
which grows more and more accurate as we approach the time of the author, and 
which by its wealth of information on all aspects of oJd Ka5mir ani ply repays the 
attention of the student ()f Indian history and culture. . 

The Chronological and Geneulogicul'Tahles attached to the Introduction are 
intended to present in a condensed form the information. furnished by the Riija.
tarangi•Ji regarding the date and descent of successive rulers of Ka5mir. 

The MEMorn which follows the translation and Notes, presents a connected 
and detailed account of the. ,Ancient Geography of Ka5mir. The importance of 
the Iutter for the comprehension of the Chronicle and for the critical study of 
Ka5mir history generally needs, in view of my previous remarks, scarcely to be 
emphasized here. The preparation of this Memoir, which, with certain modifica
t~ons, was intended also to accompany the separate issue of the maps of Ancient 
Ka5mir ~nd S'rinugur, has enabled me to treat the subJect as a whole and in a 
systema.t1c manner. It gave me an opportunity to utilize'·fnlly the valuable topo
graphical information available from other sources apart from the Riijuturm1gil}i, 
and at the same time to bring out the true bearing and interest of Kulha1}a's datu 
fur more clearly than it was possible in the scattered notes of the t1:anslation. 

I have spared no labour to make the INDEX which concludes the work full and 
accurate. It will, I trust, be found helpful not only for purposes of ready 
~eference, but also for ~upplying the reader with the abstract biographies he needs 
lll order to follow intelligently the fortunes of all the personages which flit 
. through the later portion of Kalhai}U'S narrative in such a bewildering fashion.28 

The I~dex is also intended to rectify a certain want of uniformity which, 
I regret,_ wlll ?e noticeable in the spelling of some Ka5miri words, particularly local 

. . 

" Compare regarding this serious dilliou!ty of the iuterproter, Int1·orl., § 40. 
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ilames. The correct reproduction of · Ka.Smiri · words. presents often unusual· 
difficulties. This is due "to the variety and peculiarity of the sounds of the 
langunge, particularly its vowels, as well as ·to the want of a system· of spelling 
recognized in the country itself and to other causes which need . not' be detaile,d 
here. The lines adopted by Dr: GRIERSON for the phonetic rendering of Ka.4miri 
in his admirable analysis of PaQ~it lsvara Kaula's Grammar undoubtediy represent 
the Jlearest approach to an exact transcription, and I have endeavoured to follow 
them closely,21 A great portion of my commentary was, however, written ·before I 
received, through Dr. Grierson's kindness, the proofS of his publication and before I. 
myself had begun to make a closer study of Xa.Snli!i phonetics. Many of the local 
names 'had been recorded by me long before in -nole!f collected during earlier 
antiquarian tours, and though I took care to test afresh their pronunciation 
wherever pos~ible before embodying them in my commentary, complete uniformity 
in their spelling could for the reasons above indicated. not be secured from the 
beginning. In the cases of names where slight variations of. this kind have 
occurred a reference to the Index will show the form definitely adopted by me.2s 

Such a reference will be useful also i:n those instances whe~e the accidental 
breaking of ·diacritical types in the course of printing has produced apparent 

' variations of spelling in Sanskrit and other Ori.ental words. In the transcription 
of these the system approved by the Tenth Internat·ional Congress of Ori~ntalists, 
1894, has been uniformly followed. 

From the time when I first began my study of the Ka.SI)lir Chronicle 
the advice and ready help of Professor BUHLER had accompanied my labours. 
His own researches in Ka.Smir· were. my best' guide to the materials that were 
needed for the task, and nothing encouraged me more in its execution than the 
unflagging interest with which he followed it. R~alizing from his own Indian 

"' See Dr. GnxansoN's several papers on 
K..Smiri phonetics and inflection in· the 
J.A.S.B., 1897-98. 

It mn.y be useful to mention here that the 
vowel-signs raised above the line (•, •, 1, ") 
which I have adopted in accordance with Dr. 
Grierson's system, represent the exception
ally short, so-called " broken " vowel-sounds 
peculiar to K..Smiri. 

'" The variations referred to concern 
mostly cert•in vowel-sounds, the modifications 
of whtch through epenthesis have in my earlier 
notes not always received suJllcient attention; 
hence Bwl•hriir fot Bu4•brijr,_8un•111an} Kul 
for 8un•111lln' Kul, Ar1go111 for A1·'u0111, etc. 

A change due tci purely · typographical 

reasons is the substitution of 4 for d, to re
present the K..Smiri sound approaching in 
pronunciation the vowel of the English word 
aunt. 

It may be mentioned here th~>t tho distinc
tion of the letters •', «b, ~ as renderings of the 
Ka,miri sound corresponding to English sh, is 
ma<le on purely etymological groundS. I have 
used 8 where the modern consonant is un
doubte<lly the derivative of Sanskrit 8: all in 
words of Persian and Ar1>bic origin, and"i in 
all other cases,-the last character being em
plor,ed as the represent11tive of the Iingu~>l 
sib1lant in conformity with the general system 
of transcription followo<l. 
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experience. the practical difficulties with which I had to contend, he readily helped 
to secure to me the leisure indispensable for the work. When the facilities 
obtruned largely through the weight of his recommendation had enabled me 
to comple.te my translation and commentary for the press pe generously offered his 
assistance in revising the proofs. This most valuable help to which I owe besides· 
improvements in the form of my translation a number of interesting suggestions 
separately acknowledged in my notes, extended over the greater-portion of the text 
contained in the first Volume and only ceased with Professor Buhler's lamented 

_death, in the spring of 1898. 
The irreparable loss which the study of ancient India has suffered in so many 

directions by the untimely end of the departed great scholar, has been felt too 
widely to need my comments here. The results which he achieved in his unceasing 
endeavours to lay open the true sources of early Indian history, would alone suffice 
to make his name for ·ever memorable in the records of Indologist researcl1. 

' ~n Ka.Smir it )Vas he who first- showed the right way to a critical study of the . 
history of the country, and th_e very task-which I have here endeavoured to solve, 
hadlong before been planned by himself. Fate has denied me tl1e hoped-for 

. satisfaction of placing the completed work in the hands ?f the master who would 
· have been its most competent judge. _ But assured of his opinion regarding the 

parts that I was able to submit;. I may at least without hesitation dedicate these 
volnljleS to his memory as A token.of.the gratitude and admiration I sh\lll ever 
cherish for hiljl. ' · 

I have already above had occasion to refer to the advantage I enjoyed by being 
able to gather valuable-information on many points of the traditio~al and local iore 
of Ka.Smir through PaQ~it GoviND Kaur., of S'rinagar. This accomplished Ka.Smirian 
scholar, who had already assisted me in collecting some of the critical materials 
embodied in my edition of the Sanskrit text of the RajataraitgiQ.i, continued to act 
as my amanuensis during the years which I spent over the preparation of my 
translation and commentary. By arranging under my directions provisiopal 
Sanskrit indices for the Riijataraitgit~i, the later Chronicles and· other Ko.Smirian 
texts requiring constant reference, and by similar laboure he lightened for me the 
great burden of mechanical work which is inseparable from such a task.· The 
identification of KalhaQa's numerous allusions to stories contained in the Malia

. bhiirata and Puriil)aS is mainly his work. I am also indebted to his aid for a pre-
_liminary collation of the Lahore manuscnpt of the Chronicle which has enabled rna 
to imprdve t~e critical constitution of the text underlying my translation. 

It is a source of true sorrow to me that this faithful assistant of my labours 
is no longer among the'living. Pa.Qqit Govind Kaul died at S'rinaga~ in the 
summer of 1899, separ~ted ii:om me at the time by the whole breadth of India. But 
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I hope this public acknowledgment of his servic~ will: help to preserve the 
memory of a scholar who was worthy to maintain 'the learned traditions of the 
land of S'arada. · 

It wpuld have been impossible for me to prepare the work ·now completed 
. without the leisure granted to me iil ad~tion to my vacation, in the years 1895, 
1896, and 1898. I owe this importapt concession 'to the libe~ality of the Kashmir 
Darbar and the Punjab University whiah jointly bore the ilOst involved by my 
'deputation.' For the material assistance thus rendered to me I wish to record 
here the expression of my sinaere gratitude. . 

His Highness the Maharaja and the State Counail of Jammu and Kashniir had 
already given a proof of their generous interest in my labours by sanationing in 1891 
a grant towards the publiaation of the Chronicle whiah had materially facilitated the 
issue of my edition of the text, and the aolleation of the materials required for the 
commentary. In aonnection with the help I have received on the part of the Dar bar, 
I must record my sincere thanks to Colonel D .. W. K. BARR, c.s.r., Mr. H. S. BARNES, 
c.s.r., and Colonel Sir A. TALBOT, x.o.r.E, suacessive Residents in Kashmir, who were 
all equally ready to grant me the benefit of their support. To llfr. W, n:LAWRENOE. 
o.r.E., late .Settlement-Commissioner of Kashmir imd the author of the best account 
of the modern conditions of the Valley, I offer my grateful acknowledgments for 
his kind help and advice in regard to the steps which first led to my deputation. 

I owe a similar debt of gratitude to the late Vice-Chancellors of the .J:>imjab 
University, Sir W. H. RATTIGAN,. KT., Q.c., aud Sir CHARLES A. RoE, XT., LL.D., 
who by their· reaommendations materially aided me in obtaining th_e concession 
already referred to. 

Owing to my distanae from.the printers and for oth,erreasons the passing of the 
work_ through the press has_ involved a heavy amount of labour. I, therefore, feel 
partiaularly grateful for the good offiaes of those who at various stages of the work 
have lent me a helping hand in the . revision of proofs. · Apart from Professor 
Buhler's help already mentioned I reaeived, for portions of the first volume the 
assistanae of Miss TouLMIN-SMITH, Librarian of Manahester College, Oxford, and 
Dr. J. MoRISON. For the whole of the seaond volume aud the· Introduction I 
benefited by the help and advice of my friend, Professor T. W. ARNOLD, of 
the Government College, Lahore, who has generously sacrificed to the task much 
hard-earned leisure. As it was impossible to arrange that more than single' proofs 
should reach me in India, my friend Dr. M. WINTERNITZ, with theipublish~rs' assent, . 
kindly undertook the reading of all final revisions. I owe it la~;gely to his care if 
the number of misprints proves smaller than might be anticipated from the diffi
culties with which I had often to contend in reading proofs_while on tour or in the 
midst of official business. · 
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Last, but not least, I feel obliged to exprc~s my thanks to my publishers antl 
printers. To the former they are due for the spirit of enterprise they have shown in 
undertaking, unaided, a publication of this kind, and for the free scope they lm ve 

allowed me as regal'lls its extent. 
From llfe~srs. Grr,nEn1' AXD RrVING1'0N I have receh·ed every assistance in 

carrying out the typographical anangements which seemed to me to be best arlapted 
to the purposes of the work, notwithstanding the extra difliculties which the use of 
a large variety,of special types has necessarily involved. 

* * * 
The alpine smroumlings amidst which I write these lin!'s, uml with which I 

shall always associate the recollection of the greatest part of my labour~, lwlp 
forcibly to draw my thought to the local b!'aring of the work now condurle<l. 

From the high mountain plateau which my camp once more occupies, almost the 
whole of 1\asmir lies before me, from the ice-capped peaks of the northern range 
to the long snowy line of the Pir Pan!§iil,-a littl~ world of its own, euclo~e•l 

by mighty mountain rampart~. Small indcctl tlw country may seem, by the siue of 
the great plains that extent! in the south, aJH! confined the history of which it was 
the scene. Anu yet, just as the natural attractions of the Valley have won it fame 
far beyond the frontiers of India, thus too the interest attaching to its history far 
exceeds the narrow geographical limits. 

The favours with which Nature has so lavishly etHlowed "the land in the womb 
of Him:,]aya," are not likely to fade or vanish. But thoge manifuhl remains of 

·antiquity which the isolation of the country has pregcrved, and which help us to 
resuscitate the life and conditions of earlier times, are bound to disappear more U!Hl 
more with the rapid advance of Western influences. 

·Great are the changes which the last few decennia have brought over Ku,:mir, 
greater, perhaps, than any which the country has experienced since the close of the 
Hindu period. It is easy to foregee that much of what is of value to the historical 
student will before long be destroyed or obliterated. It is time to collect as care
fully as possible the materials still left for the study of old Kw;mir and its earliest 
records. I !~ave spared no efforts to serve this end, and in the result. of my labour~, 
I hope, there will be found •ome return for the boons which I owe to 1\a,;mir. . 

:M. A. STEIN. 

1\[oiiAND 1\L\RG : 

18th l\Iuy, 1900. 
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